
Debt Truth Seven 
LEGAL OBLIGATIONS simply means what the law requires one to do. In a clear sense this means Contracts which is a promises or set of promises for which the law gives 
remedy, or the performance of which the law in some way recognizes as a duty. 

Four Essentials of Contract: 1. parties competent to contract;  2. proper subject matter; 3. consideration of agreement; 4. mutuality of obligation. 
In commerce contract means “the total obligation which results from parties agreements as affected by law UCC-1-201 (11), Barron’s law Dictionary 2003. 

WHAT CONTRACTS DOES ANY AMERICAN HAVE WITH ANY BANK, GOVERNMENT OR GOVERNMENT ENTITY? 

The principal and fact that any common man knows is that no valid contract can be based on a fraud. Simply put FRAUD means intentional deception resulting in injury to 
another, Barron’s Law Dictionary. Fraud usually consists of misrepresentation, concealment or nondisclosure of material facts or at least misleading conduct devices, or 
contrivances; including surprise, trick, cunning, dissembling and unfair ways by which another is cheated. 

Have we the One People been defrauded by the Banks allegedly authorized to manage our labor when our labor takes the form of money or other Bank products. Reread DEBT 
TRUTHS ONE through DEBT TRUTHS SIX. How many frauds and acts outside the total obligations any of us have with government or banks are identified in these SIX 
DEBT TRUTHS? 

Are we the One American People Creditors to the Banks operating under and licensed by the very government we created who manage our labor through the form of money, 
based on our labor. YES!  The One American People have been denied remedy to address the fraud perpetrated by the banks in their control of our equity the labor used to back 
the money system, We placed our good clean value, current funds like labor, like political will to source and create systems like government and its franchised banks to serve us, to 
protect our interest.  

The essential question for each of us as grantors of all the powers governments, its franchised entities like banks, courts, politicians is, have we been denied a remedy, a way to stop 
the injury we all suffer one way or another. 

IS	  NOT	  THE	  DENIAL	  OF,	  THE	  MISREPRESENTATION	  OF,	  COVER	  UP	  OF,	  ESSENTIAL	  AND	  CONSEQUENCIL	  FACTS,	  A	  DECEPTION,	  TRICKERY,	  OBVIOUSLY	  INTENDED	  TO	  
INDUCE	  US	  TO	  PART	  WITH	  THINGS	  OF	  VALUE;	  OUR	  POLITICAL	  WILL,	  OUR	  LABOR,	  ALL,	  FOR	  THE	  BENEFIT	  OF	  A	  FEW,	  UNDER	  THE	  DISGUISE	  OF	  SURRENDER	  OF	  LEGAL	  
RIGHTS	  WHICH	  RESULTS	  IN	  SLAVERY	  OF	  	  COMMERCIAL	  AND	  POLITICAL	  NATURE.	  

I say YES, the systemic operations of banks controlling governments, politicians, courts and judges, is SLAVERY IN FACT AND DEED! 
If this were not true we would not be: Bailing out Banks; Allowing Politicians to lie, cheat and steal our substance our values; Believe courts and judges whose retirement and 
benefit packages are tied up on Mortgage backed securities and other financial products controlled by the banks. The bank/money/trade/finance system supported by politicians 
and their decisions that banks are above or outside the law is SLAVERY SYSTEM when we the One People are denied open, transparent remedy to our complaints of FRAUD. 

If you do not believe that COMMERCIAL AND LEGAL SLAVERY is the fact, read the quote below from U.S. V Kosminsky, 487 US 931, U.S. Supreme Court (1988). 
Held: for the purpose of criminal prosecution..... the term “involuntary servitude” necessarily means the condition of servitude in which the victim is forced to work for the 
defendant (Banks and its government lackies) by use or threat of coercion through the law or legal process. This definition encompasses cases is which the defendant (Banks et al) 
holds the (its) victim in servitude by placing him or her (real flesh and blood people) in fear of such physical restraint or injury or legal coercion”.  
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